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The first image broadcasted on RTV Belgrade in 1958. Panoramic view from Kalemegdan fortress 
 
STUDIO BELGRAD 

 
The Studio Basel focuses on urban research. After the urban portrait of Switzerland, which was published last year, we 
made a start with a series of portraits of different cities. Until now, such portraits have been produced of Naples, Hong 
Kong, Paris, Casablanca and the Canary Islands. The red thread that links one group of cities we are interested in is 
that they are all on the border or an outpost of Western European influence. This enables us to observe the 
consequences of struggles between globalization, modernization and local traditions and interests. Another theme the 
Studio Basel is interested in is the relationship between planned, formal and informal developments. Students and staff 
together try to discover the mechanisms that provide cities with a specific character over time, to be able to maintain, 
enhance or change it with future interventions. Do cities in general become more generic or more specific? 
 
 
BELGRADE 
In the summer semester of 2006, the Studio Basel will focus on Belgrade. With a continuous inhabitation since neolith, 
Belgrade is one of the oldest cities in Europe, but its development is based on frequent ruptures and breaks instead of 
continuity and additive growth. The identity of Belgrade is historically linked to the Orient (Byzantium, Ottoman Empire) 
and the Occident (Austro-Hungarian Empire), but the physical traces of their presence in the city are scarce. Belgrade 
today consists of two cities, Old Belgrade and Zemun, developed independently on different sides of historical borders 
and joined together only after WWI with suburban towns and villages and the subsequent construction of New 
Belgrade, a large scale modern project realized in the heart of the city, that today houses a quarter of a million people. 
In the period after the WWII until the 1980s, Yugoslavia and Belgrade as its capital city experienced a different kind of 
socialist modernity from Eastern Europe, with international orientation and a lower gravity point of political power.  



 
Belgrade’s recent history was turbulent, with the dissolution of Yugoslavia, the civil war, the dictatorship and the NATO 
bombing. For the last two decades, the only constant factor in the city remained the speed of change. Again, Belgrade 
is anticipating a border shift: the future joining of the European Community.  
 
Today, Belgrade counts 1,750,000 inhabitants and the average GDP per capita is still not exceeding some 1,500 US $. 
Still, the uncontrolled building of hundreds of thousands of square meters of neo-liberal investment has mutated the 
city. In a socio-political paradigmatic shift, socialist modernity has quickly turned into its opposite: a wild, anarchistic 
mode of urban production with corresponding ‘turbo’ aesthetics.  
 
This condition manifests as a lack of long-term positioning of the role of the city and absence of clear strategies for its 
future. But this is nothing new: an absence of stable history and a lack of experience in long-term successes have 
developed logic, a mentality of short term urban tactics, which appears as the city’s most vital skill.  
 
 
METHOD AND ORGANIZATION 
For Studio Basel, in its attempts to understand the material transformations in the contemporary city, fieldwork is 
crucial. In the case of Belgrade, we will even make two trips to the city. The first trip will be in the sign of a general 
introduction. Local experts will introduce us to the city in lectures and excursions. The second trip will be dedicated to 
specific case studies, to be carried out in teams of two students. These teams, in close collaboration with assistants, 
scientific collaborators and the professors themselves, will investigate a series of specific locales in Belgrade.  
 
Helpful in our investigation in Belgrade will be the new Head of Research, Milica Topalovic, who is originally from 
Belgrade herself. Milica took her Masters at the Berlage Institute on Belgrade, was one of the founders of Stealth 
Group and worked for Maxwan in Rotterdam. She participated in exhibitions like Mutations in Bordeaux and ArchiLab 
2004 in Orleans. She obtained different grants for her research, was an artist in residence in the Schindler House in Los 
Angeles and is selected for the final round of the Dutch Prix de Rome together with her partner Bas Princen.  
 
New in the Studio Basel is also the assistant Christian Müller Inderbitzin. He took his degree from the ETH at the Studio 
Basel with a project on the Seenlandschaft, which will be published soon. After having worked for Meili Peter 
Architects, he has founded his own office with Ron Edelaar and Elli Mosayebi in Zürich. 
 
The result of the fieldwork in Belgrade will be a series of books, consisting of maps, diagrams, texts, interviews, 
architectural portraits and urban biographies. The final presentation of the student’s work will be in form of a book and 
a PowerPoint presentation. A summary will finally be presented in a lecture. Together these books form something like 
a master plan of what Belgrade is today. This plan is neither projective nor retroactive but shows the reality of the 
current situation, its potentials and possibilities. Research at the Studio Basel is therefore not so different from a 
project.  
 
The work will be conducted on a weekly base at ETH Studio Basel’s premises in Spitalstrasse 8, Basel. The two 
fieldtrips to Belgrade will take place from April 08-13 directly at the start of the semester and in the seminary week from 
May 20-28. This fieldwork is part of the activity of the course and therefore mandatory. The costs of this two excursions 
are 1000 CHF per student. Financial issues should be no hindrance to the participation to this course. Access to a 
special fund can be discussed in case of grave impediments. A valid passport is required. Students from outside 
Switzerland or the EU have to check early enough if a visa is required.  



Programm of the semester ETH Studio Basel, SS 2006 
 

Datum   Ort Morgen Nachmittag Abend 
 

April 4 Begin of semester Basel Introduction   

 8-13 Trip to Belgrad 
Introduction 

Belgrad    

Mai 3 Pinup I Basel    

 20-30 Trip to Belgrad 
Fieldwork 

Belgrad    

 31 Pinup II Basel    

Juni 28 Final review 
Marcel Meili 
Roger Diener 
Jacques Herzog 
Pierre de Meuron 
Assistenten 
Gäste 

Basel Final review Final review Dinner 

Juni 29 Revision,  
smart archive 

Basel    

Juli 7 End of semester 
 

Basel    

 

Information: ETH Studio Basel, Spitalstrasse 8, 4056 Basel,   T 0612731685   F 0612731687  E studio-basel@nsl.ethz.ch 

 

 

 

The icon of the Wild City, an uncontrolled transformation of Belgrade during the crisis of 1990's: 
2 rural houses sprang-up on top of a modernist highrise in the city center. 

 


